The model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) scoring system has become the prevailing criteria for organ allocation in liver transplantation. However, it is not clear if the predictive accuracy of MELD is equally homogeneous in different distribution of MELD score blocks. Methods. We investigated 472 cirrhotic patients (mean MELD, 14.3Ϯ5.5), and compared the predictive accuracy of MELD and the corresponding Child-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP) scores in patients with low (Ͻ16), intermediate (10 -20) and high (Ͼ14) MELD score range by using c-statistic for area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) at different time frames. Results. The MELD scores well correlated with CTP scores at baseline (ϭ0.492, PϽ0.001). Overall, MELD was significantly better than the CTP system to predict the risk of mortality. However, in stratified analysis there were no significant differences between MELD and CTP for the c-statistic in patients with low and intermediate range MELD scores at 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month (p values all Ͼ 0 1). Among patients with high MELD scores, MELD was consistently more accurate than the CTP system in predicting the mortality at 3-(AUC, 0.715 vs. 0.543, Pϭ0.020), Pϭ0.003), PϽ0.001), respectively. Conclusions. MELD has a better performance only in a subset of patients with higher MELD scores. The outcome in patients with lower range MELD scores cannot be reliably predicted solely with their MELD scores, and alternative prognostic markers should be used in conjunction to enhance the predictive accuracy.
P atients with decompensated liver cirrhosis often have a limited survival, and liver transplantation is the only definite treatment modality to effectively prolong their lifespan. However, patients on the waiting list of transplantation far outnumber the potential cadaveric or living liver donors. As a result, the number of patients dying while on the waiting list is progressively increasing in recent years (1) .
The donor livers are allocated to the recipients according to the severity of underlying liver disease. The MELD (model for end-stage liver disease) score has been shown to more accurately predict the survival than the Child-TurcottePugh (CTP) score in a recent multi-center study in the United States (2) , and the liver allocation system has changed from a status-based algorithm to one using a continuous MELD severity scale to prioritize adult patients on the waiting list (3, 4) . Its accuracy for outcome prediction in patients with decompensated cirrhosis has also been validated in Europe (5, 6) .
The development of the MELD system, however, may not fairly serve all candidates for liver transplantation. The current MELD system may have potential limitations in prioritizing patients with metabolic liver diseases and other conditions (7, 8) . In addition, patients with a lower MELD score and ascites could have a worse outcome than those with a higher MELD score without significant complications (9) . Controversially, a few studies have raised a concern that the CTP system was in fact not inferior to the MELD system for outcome prediction (10, 11) . Although the risk of mortality in cirrhotic patients is expected to increase as the MELD score increases, it is not clear if the ability of the MELD to predict the risk of mortality is equally homogeneous in different MELD score distributions for a given patient population. We have conducted this study to investigate the performance of the MELD in different score block distributions at different time frames in patients with advanced cirrhosis. Our results show that the outcome of patients with higher MELD scores can be better predicted with the MELD score compared to those with lower MELD scores.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
From January 1999 to February 2004, patients who had liver cirrhosis and visited our hospital were prospectively evaluated and their medial profiles were retrospectively analyzed in this study. The following criteria were used to select eligible patients: (1) an initial CTP score of 7 or more (equivalent to class B or C) to fulfill the minimal listing criteria for liver transplantation (12), (2) no coexisting hepatocellular carcinoma or human immunodeficiency virus infection at presentation, (3) known initial MELD score and survival status at 1-year of follow-up. According to these criteria, 482 patients were selected from our database. Among them, 10 patients who underwent liver transplantation within one year of their first visit were excluded from analysis. The natural history and outcome were assessed for the remaining 472 patients who formed the basis of this study. None of these patients had received specific anti-viral treatment (interferon, lamivudine, or adefovir) during the study period. This study complies with the standards of Declaration of Helsinki and current ethical guidelines.
The underlying etiology of cirrhosis was attributed to hepatitis B virus infection if patients were seropositive for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg; RIA kits, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) and attributed to hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection if patients were seropositive for antibody against HCV by a second-generation enzyme immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories) on at least two occasions. The diagnosis of liver cirrhosis was based on the characteristic findings including physical stigmata of cirrhosis, decreased serum albumin and increased serum globulin levels, CT or ultrasonography findings of uneven liver surface, coarsened echogenicity of liver parenchyma, enlarged spleen and/or detection of ascites, and detection of esophageal varices by endoscopy.
MELD and CTP Scores
The MELD equation used to calculate the severity score was as follows: 9.57 ϫ log e (creatinine mg/dL) ϩ 3.78 ϫ log e (bilirubin mg/dL) ϩ 11.2 ϫ log e (INR) ϩ 6.43 (constant for liver disease etiology) (2) . Minimal values are set to 1.0 for calculation purposes. The maximal serum creatinine level considered within the MELD score equation is 4.0 mg/dL. The CTP score is calculated on the basis of serum bilirubin and albumin levels, the prothrombin time, and the presence and severity of ascites and encephalopathy.
Statistical Methods
Chi-squared test or Fisher's exact test (two-tailed) was used for categorical data, and Mann-Whitney ranked sum test was used for continuous data. Spearman's correlation analysis was used to estimate the correlation and significance between the MELD score and the corresponding CTP score. To investigate the impact of MELD score distribution on survival prediction, patients were partially-overlapped categorized into three groups according to their baseline MELD scores: 1) those with MELD scores Ͻ16 (low MELD score group); 2) those with MELD scores Ͼ10 and Ͻ20 (intermediate MELD score group); and 3) those with MELD scores Ͼ14 (high MELD score group). To assess the ability of MELD score and the corresponding CTP score in outcome prediction, our analysis was performed by measuring the concordance (c-statistic) equivalent to the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (13) . Comparison of the area under ROC curves was done using the method of Hanley and McNeil (14) . The outcome was assessed as 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month mortality. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS for Windows version 12 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and MedCalc for Windows version 4.2 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). For all tests, a P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Patients Demographics and Mortality
The baseline demographics were shown in Table 1 . Patients were predominantly male and had chronic hepatitis B virus infection. The mean MELD and CTP score was 14.3Ϯ5.5 and 8.6Ϯ1.3 respectively. The mortality rates at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months in different groups of patients were given in 
Correlation of MELD and Corresponding CTP Score in Different Groups
The correlation between MELD and CTP score in all and subgroups of patients according to the MELD score were estimated and shown in Figure 1 . There was a significant correlation between the MELD score and the corresponding CTP score in all patients (ϭ0.492, PϽ0.001). The correlation was considered weak yet still significant in the subgroup of patients with low MELD score (ϭ0.291, PϽ0.001), intermediate MELD score (ϭ0.257, PϽ0.001) and high MELD score (ϭ0.299, PϽ0.001).
Comparison of MELD and CTP Score in Predicting Mortality in Different Score Groups and Time Frames
Among all patients in four different time frames, MELD had a significantly better predictive accuracy of mortality than the CTP system by comparing the area under ROC curves (AUC). The AUC was 0.785, 0.714, 0.689 and 0.681 for the MELD system, and was 0.635, 0.607, 0.594 and 0.592 for the CTP system at 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month, respectively (p values all Ͻ 0.05 in all comparisons; Figure 2 ). Patients were further stratified into low, intermediate and high MELD score groups to compare the respective predictive accuracy between MELD and CTP at different time periods. As shown in Figure 3 , there were no significant differences of the AUC between these two models among patients with low and intermediate MELD score groups (p values all Ͼ 0.1). However, MELD was consistently more accurate than the CTP system in predicting the risk of mortality among patients with high MELD scores at 3 months (AUC, 0.715 vs. 0.543, Pϭ0.020), 6 months (0.705 vs. 0.536, Pϭ0.003), 9 months (0.737 vs. 0.507, PϽ0.001), and 12 months (0.716 vs. 0.526, PϽ0.001), respectively (Fig. 3) .
DISCUSSION
The MELD scoring system has become the prevailing criteria for donor liver allocation (3, 15, 16) . It has the advantage of minimal variability and wide-range continuous scale to assess underlying disease severity compared to the traditional CTP scoring system. In addition, MELD has been shown to correlate with residual liver function and predict mortality across a broad spectrum of liver disease (17) . The utilization of MELD system has been suggested to extend to patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), because the MELD score in combination with the staging system for HCC may further enhance the prognostic power and more accurately predict the survival for HCC patients undergoing arterial chemoembolization (18) .
Consistent with most previous reports from our and other groups (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 19) , we found that MELD system has a significantly better ability than the CTP system to predict the short-and intermediate-term mortality by comparing the area under the ROC curve. Interestingly, by using the strategy that different distributions of MELD score blocks were tested in this study, we noted the ability of MELD for outcome prediction may not be adequately maintained. The predictive accuracy of MELD in patients with low or intermediate MELD scores was not better and sometimes could be worse than the CTP scoring system (Fig. 3) . This result indicates that the MELD system is useful only in patients with relatively higher range MELD scores. Among those with lower MELD scores, the prognostic accuracy of the MELD system could be significantly impaired. A possible explanation is that patients with coexisting cirrhosis-related complications, such as ascites or encephalopathy, may frequently have a lower MELD score which does not necessarily reflect disease severity and poor prognosis (20, 21) . As a result, additional prognostic markers, such as low serum sodium and ascites (9, 22, 23) , have been recently suggested to incorporate into the prognostic model to enhance the predictive accuracy of the MELD system especially in patients with low MELD scores. Taken together, our results show that the current MELD system has a potential limitation for outcome prediction because its predictive ability may not be uniform or homogeneous and is highly dependent on the distribution of the MELD scores in a given patient population. Although it has been generally agreed that MELD is a useful model for organ allocation in liver transplantation, a previous study did not fully support its prognostic value because the CTP system was equally efficient in outcome prediction compared to the MELD system (10). It should be mentioned that the mean MELD score of the patient population in that study was only 7, and 32% of patients belonged to CTP class A liver reserve, suggesting a substantially high proportion of patients had very early stage cirrhosis (10) . Nevertheless, it is not surprising that a score distribution composed of predominantly lower MELD scores may compromise its predictive ability. In fact, the prognostic function of the MELD system is characterized as a reverse S wave by a sophisticated mathematical model indicated in a previous study (2) , suggesting MELD works only partially in a population with mid-to lower range MELD scores. The risk of mortality at 3 months was quite low when the MELD score is below 20 and increases only slowly as the score increases. However, there is a rapid surge of the risk between the score range of 20 to 40, and the mortality risk reaches a plateau when the MELD score is higher than 40 (2). Consistently, a recent report has shown that the survival benefit for patients undergoing liver transplantation pertains only to those who had MELD score of 18 or higher (24) , indicating there is no demonstrable advantage for patients with a lower pretransplant MELD to receive a liver transplant possibly owing to an impaired predictive ability among these patients. Our results further provide a supporting mechanism and disclose an intrinsic drawback of the MELD system.
In this study, we have categorized three groups of patients with partially overlapped MELD scores. This approach has an advantage to mimic different clinical scenarios of the MELD scores that are distributed to the very right or left, or middle part of the distribution curve at a population level. It should be emphasized that each subgroup was treated independently and assessed individually to compare the predictive ability between MELD and CTP score (Fig. 3) , and there has been no direct comparison for the clinical parameters among the three subgroups. By exploring the predictive value for different score distributions, our study provides important information that for a given study population containing predominantly a lower or higher range of MELD scores, the results of analysis might be entirely different.
The majority (73%) of patients in this study had hepatitis B-related cirrhosis. This is quite different from the Western countries where alcoholism and hepatitis C are more prevalent. A major concern is that the speed of disease progression might be faster due to persistent viral activity. Since all comparisons were made on the same background for the three MELD groups, the impact of different etiologies of liver cirrhosis on the interpretation of our results is considered minimal.
Another potential defect of MELD is that de novo development of HCC in cirrhotic patients awaiting liver transplantation may occur (25) (26) (27) . The reported incidence was up to 20% of the cases (28) , and an optimal MELD score has been proposed to be equivalent to the dropout rate on the waiting list (29) . The occurrence of HCC can be a significant confounding factor to impair the prognostic power of MELD.
Although patients with a higher pretransplant MELD score had the greatest survival benefit (24), a high MELD score in itself has been reported to predict a poor survival in patients with hepatitis C at 2 years of liver transplantation (30) . However, this finding could not be confirmed in our study because only a minority of patients had undergone liver transplantation during the study period. Comparison of the area under ROC curve between the MELD and CTP system for the prediction of mortality risk according to the distribution of MELD scores at different time frames. MELD was better than the CTP system only in patients with high (Ͼ14) MELD scores.
